ADHD

Before SolutionsForYou, Inc.
When you have ADHD, you feel like you are the only who feels the way you do. I’m sharing a client story
(with her permission), and maybe after reading it, you won’t feel as alone.
Angela discovered and communicated to me that she was diagnosed with ADHD when her son was
diagnosed with ADHD. When a child has ADHD, typically one or both of the parents have ADHD. Angela
was relieved to find out there is a reason why she is the way she is, and with medication, she was eager
to clear her clutter and set up systems to keep her home organized.
Angela has a beautiful home, although most of the spaces are cluttered. Paper (years of it) was kept in
beautiful baskets and bags. Every time the cleaning service came to clean the home, all surfaces were
swept of paper into these baskets and bags and then never looked at again.
Angela and Anne spent several days sorting those years of bags and baskets of paper. Then we set up a
prepackaged file system for her and taught her how to use it by filing the papers she kept into the
system. Once we completed that process, she said to Anne, “ I have a room I would like to show you that
I think I want you to help me with.” Anne said, “Great where is this room?” Angela replied, “Upstairs.
It’s the bonus room.” And therein lies the problem; it is an undefined, un-purposed space. The picture
below is Angela’s bonus room.

The Process
Anne asked Angela what she wanted to do in this space. She gave her question some thought and
replied, “Well, I like to decorate the house for the different seasons, so I want to store home décor here.
And I like to create memory books and other craft projects. Maybe play the guitar and hang out.”
Angela redefined her “bonus room” as her “creativity center” to give it purpose to help us determine
the criteria for what would stay in the creativity center and what didn’t belong there. The next week,
Anne and Angela sorted and purged her bonus room based on those activities.
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Angela now has a place where she can create her memory books, work on craft projects, and play her
guitar.
Results
Angela has maintained the space since August 2003.
She lost a significant amount of weight as a result of our work together.
Angela teaches her friends how to set up a paper management system.

More magazine interviewed Angela about the best investment she ever made in her life, which
was hiring a professional organizer. A few quotes from the article we would like to highlight are:
“‘Give me a pile of mail, and you might as well strangle me,’ Angela Coel says. At least, that was the old
Coel. For years, although she managed to stay ahead of the curve at work, Coel always felt as if her ‘tail
were on fire.’ And when she quit her job to stay at home with her kids, her chronic level of
disorganization overwhelmed her.”
“Then in 2002, Coel was diagnosed with attention deficit disorder, began taking Ritalin, and started
looking at things differently. Rather than seeing her problems as a moral failing, she began to view
them as practical issues to be fixed. She decided to get help from someone whose skills complemented
her own—a professional organizer.”

“It’s amazing; my bonus room is no longer a chaotic catchall. It is now a clutter-free zone creativity
center where I can work on my photo albums, plan my holiday activities, wrap gifts, and enjoy a good
book. I am so appreciative of Anne, I can’t say that enough. She coached me through the entire process.
I feel so much calmer now that everything has a home. You, Anne, not only cleared the clutter from my
home, you cleared the clutter in my head. I have ADD and this is a freedom I’ve never felt. On top of all
that I feel so much lighter – I feel like I have lost 50 lbs!! Thanks a million for your help Anne, you have
made me so happy and you are worth every penny”.
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